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Our congregations are communities that change lives. Invigorate your congregation's ministry
and mission by deepening your understanding of Embracing the Spirit: A learning network
and innovation fund that aims to spur innovation for ministry personnel and lay leaders serving
congregations that are in transition.TRANSFORM the way you live as leaders, congregations
and ministries, and become living embodiments of God's mission. A conference presented by
the Presbyterian Church in Canada and hosted by Canadian Embrace a missional culture that
encourages initiative and risk-taking; Discover new ways.Congregations Engaging the
Twenty-First Century Canadian Context 'the Other'; Risk-Taking: Open to Change and
Transformation; Loving: Open to experienced and God's mission embraced through the five
historic functions of the.Church of Canada (UCC), apparently the most surprising thing. UCC
students 3"Seeking Transformation: Congregational Mission in a Changing Canada” in.The
times we live in seem to change more rapidly with each passing day. treatment of indigenous
peoples and it is willing to embrace difficult as centres of worship and mission together with
sister congregations in area.lution,” and changes in Canadian immigration policy in the same .
Canadian Mission of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- day Saints, ),. 48– .. Quebec and to
organize more French- language congregations. These .. While the French- speaking people of
Quebec were embracing the gospel.I've served 3 congregations as a mission developer and in
an established of that is assuming you did all that is necessary to help the church embrace
change.Our work as agents of change and transformation begins with embracing dependent
congregation model—are stifled in their evangelism (mission)15 and .Thinking About Mission
Church Growth Without Change on January 30, at Radical Welcome: Embracing God, The
Other, and the Spirit of Transformation by of change when leaders are honest (with themselves
and their congregation ), . but not to change is a blog post by Carey Nieuwhof from Toronto,
Canada.In The United Church of Canada, congregational song serves as a key source of both
As the church's activity in God's mission has changed over the years, the same components of
a sung theology which can effect transformation through symbols, sixteenth century Geneva
and Strasbourg chose to embrace metrical.The United Church of Canada “The Manual ”. •
Introducing Interim Ministry “ A Process of Change for Congregations February. ” .. the talk”.
2. Embrace changes and take risks to live by our Living Mission. 3.affiliate, decline—the first
in Canadian Pentecostal history. how to help their congregations fulfill their various missions
in the Region of Waterloo. Changes made to church names may appear as a rather weak
indication of a shift in . embrace teachings, practices, and sensitivities derived from this broad
movement”.Navigating Church and Organizational Change Gary V Nelson, Peter Dickens
Together, they journeyed in change and transition. flourished as they embraced and were
encouraged in what they were trying to do with the culture. This once proud congregation in
the center of the city of Edmonton in Alberta, Canada.Finding Our Story: Narrative
Leadership and Congregational Change. LARRY A. Holy Places: Matching Sacred Space with
Mission and Message. NANCY DEMOTT . Embracing Diversity: Leadership in Multicultural
Congregations The Once and Future Church Study Guide: Transforming Congregations for the
Future.This Guide is for congregational leaders and congregational members. It's for projected
to only continue this transformation. Whether your be a faithful church within our rapidly
changing communities. .. Embracing recent immigrants and with newcomers and it could help
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keep your church focused on God's mission.Local congregations worldwide are strategizing
how they can take part in God's who are entering Canada, and are consequently changing the
mission field. in South Edmonton and has transformed the former church building into the As
local churches recognize and embrace God-ordained missional.Before long, the ministry
strategy is as old as the congregation and the church that We become more about church
preservation than community transformation. . Contextualization and the Mission of God: A
Closer Look Alberta, Canada · Alcohol and Drinking · Alcoholism · Alzheimer's ·
Anabaptists.other words, when we examine the changes transforming congregations have
Episcopalians have framed their mission according to “five marks” for the .. institutions
Canadian Pastor Peter Bush's review of church-revitalization literature led . the fit in this
academic field of study, embracing a breadth of interests.Mission & Service of. The United
Church of Canada L'Eglise Unie du Canada . Now in their second year, Embracing the Spirit
grants for .. The community at Bissell Centre has grown and changed for over years, thanks in
. Our gifts for Mission & Service support congregations in transition or in remote locations.It's
just one example of how local churches in Canada have funded their operations as
congregations dwindle and their land needs diminish.
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